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INTERNET PRICE LIST #95  © 2019
 E.S.J. van Dam Ltd - Canada Revenue stamp specialist since 1970 -  P.O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, ON., Canada, K0L 1H0

All items offered subject unsold.   Applicable tax extra in Canada. Prices in C$ are actual selling prices.
Payment with order - Interac E-transfer preferred in Canada for fastest service.  Visa, Mastercard or check.

Orders OVER $35 get FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING.  Orders UNDER $35 North America - add $5, Overseas add $10.
Email your order to: erlingvandam@gmail.com  or  news@canadarevenuestamps.com

phone 1-705-292-7013.  Toll free phone - North America 1-866-382-6326.
Catalog #’s & values from 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue. Minimum order $25 - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Cdn $100 = ± US$80            US$100 = ± Cdn$125.       It is much cheaper to buy in Canada  -  your US$ buys 25% more in Canada.
Credit cards are processed in Cdn$, your bank will convert at current exchange rate to your currency.

 Sign up to our FREE electronic mailing list on main page of our website, be sure to confirm your subscription upon receipt of confirmation email from 
our website. To ensure receipt of our email notices please add...  news@canadarevenuestamp.com ... to your approved address book/contact list

I will have a booth - May 4 - 5, 2019
Orapex National stamp show, RA Centre - 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, ON,

Saturday 10 - 6, Sunday 10 - 3
FREE ADMISSION & FREE PARKING                

SE1* - 25c dull red, 1911 City of Saskatoon Electrical Inspection. Much original gum.
 A small inkless scribble from back near bottom right. Very light upper left corner bend. Otherwise this stamp is in Very Fine condition.

Extremely rare stamp. Cat. value $1600 - $1250 (±US$1000)

Nova Scotia Halifax Law Library - NSH9A - The extremely rare very tiny $ 3.00 red overprint. Only 2 copies known of this great rarity. 
The image on the right has been digitally enhanced to show the overprint more clearly.

This stamp was sold by us in our auction #65  April 26, 2001 and we sold it again in October 2012. Cat. $1250
Very Fine, only 2 copies known  ...... $1000   (±US$800)
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image same 
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to show 
overprint
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1868 Tobacco stamp Brandom RM115, type I overprint. Ryan RM211
Red overprint with pointed top “11” in “110” on unwatermarked thin paper

I have a few available - $25  (±US$20)

1868 Tobacco stamp Brandom RM116, type II overprint. Ryan RM212
Red overprint with flat top “11” in “110” on unwatermarked thin paper

$45  (±US$36)

1877 Tobacco Brandom #M708A - Ryan RM62, perf. 10 UNLISTED JUMP NUMBER PAIR
Tobacco multiples are not seen very often. Tiny closed tear in bottom left corner selvedge only. Nice fresh condition.

$60 (±US$48)
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BCF5i*NH - 1993-94 BC "J" Junior fishing stamp. 
Superb imperf pair -  $20  (±US$16)

BCF4j 1992-1993 BC Fishing Stamps - IMPERF GUTTER PAIRS complete.
Includes all 3 different stamps - $3.21 Tidal Waters, "J" Junior stamp and $3 non-tidal waters. 

Rarely offered - VF/Superb *NH complete - $45  (±US$36)

BCF6j - 1994-95 - BC $3.21 and "J" Junior stamps  IMPERF GUTTER PAIRS complete set 
VF/Superb *NH - $40  (±US$32)

BCF6i - 1994-1995 complete set imperf strips of 3
$40 (±US$32)

Rare FCH3 - 3c red embossed without “CC” below 
maple leaves. This one is on almost every wantlist

$85 (±US$68)

BCL40a* - $1 blue imperf between pair.
Much original gum. Cat. $175

$75  (±US$60)

QUEBEC QL115*NH - $1
This is the rare one. Light natural gum bends.
On virtually every wantlist - $350  (±US$280)
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1902 NOVA SCOTIA SUPREME COURT
NSH3 - 25c dark green pays the required fee on this 1 page legal size document. Am showing the document as it was exhibited by the previous owner.

$25  (±US$20)

FCF2 - 50c consular Fee + FCF4 - $2 on 1950 partial document with imprinted 15 Franc French revenue at left.
Nice clear Canadian Embassy, Paris cancels. Very attractive and clean. 

$60  (±US$48)
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Interesting 1917 Search document. Required fee was paid with 4 copies of SL36 - 25c lilac. Typically they would use special forms for this purpose. In this 
case they used a nice letterhead of the Fairbanks Morse and Company. As per Wikipedia this was an American manufacturing company in the late 19th and early 
20th century. Originally a weighing scale manufacturer, it later diversified into pumps, engines, windmills, coffee grinders, farm tractors, feed mills, locomotives and 

industrial supplies - $25 (±US$20)
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19013 Quebec - 1 page legal size document - Certificate of Search.
Required Fee of $1.10 paid with QR16 - 5c x 2 + single QR22 - $1

$20  (±US$16)

AWR28a*NH - 1996 Alberta Resource Development stamp complete with original audit copy.
Every hunter in Alberta had to have one of these on their hunting license. Mint copies are seldom seen.

Very Fine *NH - $25  (±US$20)
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YUKON AIRWAYS - CL42*NH complete booklet pane of 10 with original booklet covers.
Exceptional centering for this very popular stamp, usually these not well centered. Covers have light horizontal bend as can be seen on scan. 

$575  (±US$460)
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9 different Scout covers, including 1 postcard. Only 8 items shown. Mostly with personalized stamps.
includdes Camp Tamaracouta centennial, 12th scouts jamboree, Sossi maple leaf chapter, etc.

Very fresh and very fine - $50  (±US$40)
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(±US$16)This stamp issue was prepared, but apparently never used as they are only known as proofs. The 2c and 3c were issued in sheets of 400 and then cut 
into panes of 100. Only 1 such block exists per sheet. The sheets were folded when discovered and therefore have a fold in the center. The 3c cutter was joined 

with tape on the back by the American Bank Note Co. Rather unique pair of proof blocks. These were originally offered at $695 when they first appeared.
Very unusual - $395  (±US$316)

FWT1-2, MR2 WAR TAX on 1915 Commercial use envelope from Brandon, Manitoba to Imperial Life Insurance Co. Toronto, ON.
I had a somewhat similar complete cover in 2008 that sold for $795 (it did not have an FWT2 affixed)

Nice item for the War Tax specialist - $250  (±US$200)

FU87 - 95S*NH - 1960 FISHERMAN issue complete 40c - $1.88
Each has straight edge at right.

$225  (±US$180)
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1967 - 1968 complete UIC book.
Fees paid with FU47, FU74, 2 x FU82, FU86

$25  (±US$20)

1967 - 1968 complete UIC book.
Fees paid with 4 x FU47, FU79, 5 x FU82

$25  (±US$20)
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1956 Nova Scotia “IN THE COUNTY COURT FOR DISTRICT NO. ONE - SPECIALLY ENDORSED WRIT”
Here is the rarely seen large $1 rose carmine overprint on document.

Only top 3/4 of document shown.
Rare on document - $95  (±US$76)
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FCF2 - 50c + FCF4 - $2 Consular Fees
on piece. Nice clear Canadian Consulate Paris 

circular cancel. Cat $110
$50  (±US$40)

FCF3 - $1 Consular Fee on piece
Nice clear Canadian Consulate, Paris circular cancel. 

Cat. $50 - $25 (±US$20)

FLS9*NH - Rare Lock Seal label
mint never hinged.  Cat. $625

$350  (±US$280)

Manitoba - MS12a*NH - 50c Search Fee ERROR - IMPERF BETWEEN STRIP OF 3 with imprint.
There is another pair on my website without imprint offered at $699. Catalogue value $938.

$495  (±US$396)

Brandom P201 - 203 complete set of green 1897 Canada Twist Stamps. Ryan RT213-215
Beautifully engraved & printed by the American Bank Note Co, Ottawa.

Pristine condition - $25  (±US$20)

Brandom P201TP - 203TP complete green set 1897 Canada Twist Stamps without control numbers.. 
Ryan RT213n-215n. Beautifully engraved & printed by the American Bank Note Co, Ottawa.

Pristine condition - $45  (±US$36)
QR27*NH - $50 orange

Cat. $150
Special - $55  (±US$44)
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NSH5 - 50c green on 1953 “WRIT OF SUMMONS”
Complete legal size document, only top 3/4 shown.

Very Fine and fresh - $75  (±US$460)
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AWF1f*NH - 1996 Alberta Conservation Fund
Complete sheet of 8 “Big Horn Sheep” by Tom Mansanarez.

Cat $135 - $50  (±US$40)

AWF2f*NH - 1997 Alberta Conservation Fund
Complete sheet of 8 “Rocky Mountain Goats” by Brent Todd

Cat. $120 - $50  (±US$40)

1935 Montreal to Toronto cover. FX36 - 2c excise tax incorrectly used as postage with Canada #195 - 1c postage.
“4 Cents Due” postage due handstamp applied. On reverse “Montreal, Canada No. 250 with inverted 2 Feb 1935 cds.

Nice example of improper use of excise stamp - $65  (±US$52)
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FX52 - 3/20c red incorrectly used as postage on 1937 cover from Lethbridge, Alberta to Regina, Saskatchewan.
Cover has tear at right side below FX52. Very unusual to see fractional value used as postage

$70  (±US$56)

FPS4 - 2c postal note x 2 incorrectly used to pay postage on 1943 cover from Pain Court, ON to Hamilton, ON.
“8 Cents Due” postage due boxed cancel. Bit of toning on cover.

$70  (±US$56)
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1868 Nova Scotia NSB6 - 5c Rare block of 6 on very thin pelure paper.
Stamps on pelure paper double the catalogue value as noted in the catalogue on page 78. Cat. value $180

Exceptional multiple - $135  (±US$108)

1906 Alberta - AL13, 13L - 50c red & green horizontal strip of 3.
AL13L - Fancy L is stamp in middle. Multiples are scarce of this issue

$30  (±US$24)

1906 Alberta - AL14, 14L - 75c horizontal strip of 3.
Stamps on left and on right both show the Fancy L variety.

Multiples scarce of this issue - $37.50 (±US$30)

1906 Alberta - AL15 - $1 horizontal strip of 3.
Positions 1, 2 and 3. Scarce multiple. VF used.

$25 (±US$20)


